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Abstract. We propose an exactly spatiotemporal matching scheme for
privacy-aware users in MSNs. Based on the carefully designed spatiotem-
poral profile, our scheme employs a weight-aware pre-matching module
to filter out the users with less similarity and some potential adversaries,
thus guarantees that no useful information is revealed before determining
the best matches. Further, we propose a privacy-preserving exchanging
module against Honest-But-Curious users. Finally, the similarity com-
puting module computes the exact matching result to each candidate
to determine the best match. Thorough security analysis and evaluation
results indicate the effectiveness and efficiency.
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1 Introduction

The success of Mobile Social Networks (MSNs) and location-aware mobile devices
has resulted in many popular applications. With these applications, mobile users
can either communicate with existing friends or make new social interactions, to
share news or funny things. In these applications, people always need to release
their personal attributes to others, which conflicts with the increasing privacy
concerns of mobile users and may lead to serious privacy disclosure.

Early solutions always rely on the trusted third parity [9] to process the
matching work between users. However, they may become the single point of
failure in the whole system. Although many follow-up works avoid this problem
by employing Private Set Intersection [2,4], Secure Multi-party Computation
(SMC) [5] or Paillier Cryptosystem [10], they pay much attention to comput-
ing the common attributes/interests privately but ignore the heavy computation
cost. Sun et al. [8] pointed out the importance of the spatiotemporal informa-
tion in plenty of social activities, thus proposed the first privacy-preserving spa-
tiotemporal matching scheme to provide more opportunities for mobile users to
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make new social interactions in MSNs. However, neither of them takes a fully
consideration on user’s priority on each attribute. Niu et al. proposed a series
of schemes [6,7] to achieve better matching by employing the similarity-based
solutions. Unfortunately, all these schemes need to assume the adversary cannot
obtain the processing data from the running protocol.

In this paper, we first present some preliminaries in Sect. 2. Then, based
on the carefully constructed spatiotemporal profile, our scheme in Sect. 3 uses
a weight-aware pre-matching module, which combines a random permutation
function with commutation encryption function, to compute a coarse-similarity
with other users and filter out the users with smaller similarity as well as some
potentially malicious adversaries. We design a reorganized profile exchanging
module to guarantee that both the initiator and the responder in our scheme
can only obtain the cells in common as well as the corresponding frequencies.
Finally, based on the exchanged reorganized profile, our similarity computing
module finds out the best match by computing the similarity exactly. We show
the security analysis and evaluation results in Sects. 4 and 5, respectively. Finally,
the conclusions is drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Problem Statement

Our scheme aims to achieve privacy-preserving friend discovery based on spa-
tiotemporal profile private matching, which involves several users and relies on
no TTP. Mobile users in our scheme periodically record their own locations
(i.e., every 5 minutes), each of which is then assigned into a geographic cell to
construct the spatiotemporal profile within a predefined grid once the spatiotem-
poral matching is needed. Let’s use a users Alice for example, she holds a set of
messages {〈timeperiod, ci, freqi〉}, where timeperiod represents the time period
that is considered in the matching scheme, ci denotes the index of the geographic
cell within the predefined grid and freqi means the total number of times that
a user visits ci. Since users usually stay in different places with different time
period, e.g., Alice may stay at home and office with more time but less time in
a certain shopping mall, then the freqi may changes with ci. Our problem is
how to find the best match who has more common cells and with similar visiting
frequencies, while guaranteeing that no useful personal information is released.

2.2 Adversary Model

In our work, we mainly consider the Honest-But-Curious model (HBC) as some
existing work [5,10], which happens within legitimate users, they will infer pri-
vate information from running protocol but honestly follow the protocol.

2.3 Motivation and Our Basic Idea

Spatiotemporal matching has been one of the most popular technique employed
in current social activities [8] such as friend discovering, social collaboration, etc.
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Our work is thus motivated by a set of observations. (1): most of existing schemes
[5,7,10] use user’s attributes information to process matching, but ignore the spa-
tiotemporal information, which is important and has been thoroughly studied
in [8]. (2): although Sun et al. [8] proposed the privacy-preserving spatiotem-
poral matching scheme for MSNs, their schemes fail to consider an important
social fact that mobile users in our real life always spend more time or higher
frequencies on some particular locations such as their homes. As the result, cells
with different visiting frequencies will be considered as the same, which does
not make sense in reality. (3): schemes in [1,6–8] fail to protect legitimate user’s
information before identifying the identifier of the other party in the matching
phase. Therefore, we argue that, if a potential adversary exists, he may add extra
attributes as much as possible to match with legitimate user.

Our main idea is to perform spatiotemporal matching, exactly and privately.
We design a weight-aware pre-matching module before computing the exactly
spatiotemporal matching results between users. Based on our module, the can-
didates with less similarity and the potential adversaries can be filtered out
effectively. Followed, with the help of our similarity computing module, which
considers frequencies assigned on all the cells within the spatiotemporal profile,
the best match can be selected from the others, exactly.

3 Our Proposed Scheme

3.1 System Architecture

Our scheme is a distributed solution, which allows users to process spatiotem-
poral matching freely without relying on any third party. Users in our scheme
communicate with others in vicinity through some short-range communication
techniques such as Bluetooth or WiFi. At the beginning, each user reorganizes
the own spatiotemporal profile mentioned in Sect. 2.1 into a new reorganized pro-
file, which is used for further matching. We set several priority levels for each
user, and let users reorganize their spatiotemporal profiles based on freqi. For
example, we set three priority levels, which are denoted as Level1, Level2 and
Level3. Level1 contains the cells that the user visited with high frequencies,
Level2 includes the cells with less frequencies, while Level3 means the cells that
the user seldom appeared. Based on Alice’s willingness, she can assign all the
elements in her spatiotemporal profile into these three levels. Through this way,
all the records can be assigned, we further compute the sum of the frequencies
(FAj =

∑mj

r=1 freq
Aj
r ) for each priority level. Finally, Alice’s reorganized pro-

file RPA can be constructed. We then present our weight-aware pre-matching,
reorganized profile exchanging and similarity computing modules in turn.

3.2 Weight-Aware Pre-matching Module

We suppose that all the entities share a prime q and a hash function h(·) through
secure communication channels, which is a wildly used assumption in existing solu-
tions. For any c

Aj
r ∈ CAj , Alice computes (h(cAj

r ))kA offline and sends to Bob
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together with FAj . Bob first transforms the elements in priority level in his
reorganized profile (cBj

t ) into (ĉBj

1 , · · · , ĉBj

t , · · · , ĉBj
nj ) offline based on a random

permutation function
∏

, which aims to disorder the elements within the array
randomly. Then, he accomplishes some computation work based on the received
information as follows. He computes ((h(cAj

r ))kA)kB and performs the random per-
mutation function on them to obtain

∏
(((h(cAj

1 ))kA)kB , · · · , ((h(cAj
r ))kA)kB , · · · ,

((h(cAj
mj ))kA)kB ), namely (((h(ĉ

Aj

1 ))kA)kB , · · · , ((h(ĉ
Aj
r ))kA)kB , · · · , ((h(ĉ

Aj
mj ))

kA)kB ).
Next Bob generates a random number rN , and then computes the hash values to
obtain (h(((h(ĉ

Aj

1 ))kA)kB + rN ), · · · , h(((h(ĉ
Aj
r ))kA)kB + rN ), · · · , h(((h(ĉ

Aj
mj ))

kA)kB +

rN )). Finally, this message is sent to Alice together with (h(ĉ
Bj
t ))kB and FBj . Alice

then computes ((h(ĉ
Bj
t ))kB )kA and sends it back to Bob. Bob sends the random number

rN to Alice. Alice computes (h(((h(ĉ
Bj

1 ))kB )kA +rN ), · · · , h(((h(ĉ
Bj
t ))kB )kA +rN ), · · · ,

h(((h(ĉ
Bj
nj ))kB )kA + rN )). Next, Alice computes the number of common cells in each

priority level by

kj = |CAj∩ CBj | = |{h(((h(ĉAj

1 ))kA)kB + rN ), · · · , h(((h(ĉAj
mj

))kA)kB + rN )}
∩ {h(((h(ĉBj

1 ))kB )kA + rN ), · · · , h(((h(ĉBj
nj

))kB )kA + rN )}|, (1)

and Bob executes the same procedure by kj = |CBj
⋂
CAj |. Then, we define a

weight function on each priority level between Alice and Bob, it is based on a com-
mon sense that the more frequency spent on a particular region in common, the
higher similarity will be. Our weight function wj thus can be computed by

wj =
FAj + FBj

FA1 + FA2 + FA3 + FB1 + FB2 + FB3
. (2)

We compute coarse-similarity of each priority level in pre-matching phase by

Pj(CAj , CBj ) =
|(CAj ∩ CBj )|
|(CAj ∪ CBj )| =

|(CAj ∩ CBj )|
|(CAj | + |CBj )| − |(CAj ∩ CBj )|

=
kj

mj + nj − kj
. (3)

Based on these formulae, both Alice and Bob can obtain the weight and coarse-
similarity information for each priority level. Finally, the total coarse-similarity
can be computed as

P (CA,CB) =
3∑

j=1

{wj × Pj(CAj , CBj )}

=
3∑

j=1

{ FAj + FBj

FA1 + FA2 + FA3 + FB1 + FB2 + FB3
× kj

mj + nj − kj
}, (4)

which indicates a probable similarity between user Alice and Bob.
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3.3 Reorganized Profile Exchanging Module

Since adversaries and users with less similarity can be filtered out in the pre-
matching module, our goal here is to launch a privacy-preserving exchanging to
exchange the reorganized profile with users with high similarity value. Specifically,
for each element in Alice’s reorganized profile, she computes 〈h(cAr )kA , freqAr 〉 and
sends them to Bob. Bob computes 〈h(cBt )kB , freqBt 〉, and 〈((h(cAr ))kA)kB , freqAr 〉,
then sends these messages back to Alice. Once Alice receives these messages, she
computes 〈((h(cBt ))kB )kA , freqBt 〉 and replies the computation results toBob. This
step is accomplished on both sides of Alice and Bob. Specifically, Alice compares
each ((h(cAr ))kA)kB with ((h(cBt ))kB )kA , if they are equal, the value ofmin(freqAr ,
freqBt ) is written into freqCk , and continues if they are not equal. At last, Alice
outputs the result of

∑
freqCk . While onBob side, he executes the same procedure

to obtain the value of
∑

freqCk .

3.4 Similarity Computing Module

Based on the obtained information from the aforementioned modules, user Alice
and Bob can compute the exactly spatiotemporal profile matching results with
each other by the following formula.

P (CA, CB) =
|(CA ∩ CB)|
|(CA ∪ CB)| =

|(CA ∩ CB)|
|(CA| + |CB)| − |(CA ∩ CB)|

=
∑

freqCk∑
freqAr +

∑
freqBt − ∑

freqCk
. (5)

The obtainedP (CA, CB) is the exactly matching result between them. Accord-
ing to this number, Alice and Bob could decide whether to be friends.

4 Security Analysis

Since potential adversaries can be filtered out in the weight-aware pre-matching
module, then in the reorganized profile exchanging module, we prove that our
scheme is secure under the HBC model.

Theorem 1. Our scheme is secure if the commutative encryption function is
secure.

Proof. The commutative encryption function and keyed hash function provide end
users with a secure channel, it means that only the one who has the secret key can
decrypt the message. Suppose userAlice is a HBC user, she may illegally construct
her reorganized profile in two extreme ways, (1) adding all the possible cells into
the first priority level to get more information of Bob, (2) putting limited number
of cells into each priority level.

For case (1), based on the pre-matching result, users who add all the possi-
ble cells into the first priority level will cause smaller matching result and will be
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filtered out in the weight-aware pre-matching module. Therefore, users with less
similarity value cannot be executing the reorganized profile exchanging module
with legitimate user. For a special case, if the HBC user has enough abilities to
modify the reorganized profile, the Equation in 5 can also outputs a lower similar-
ity value to user to make the decision.

For case (2), this kind of threat happens when Alice inputs cells as less as pos-
sible, for instance, she just inputs one cell with a higher corresponding frequency
to perform our matching algorithm, if she fortunately has one intersection with
Bob, she could infer that Bob goes to this cell (it always refers to a area such as a
bar) frequently. But if she input two or more cells and the corresponding frequen-
cies, even she has a intersection with Bob, she cannot conclude which cell that Bob
has been to. So we can see that if the HBC user inputs only one cell with the cor-
responding frequency, he can learn other’s secret information. However, this is a
very special case and there are many practical ways to tackle this problem, such
as setting a rule to limit the minimum number of input, which meets our real life.

Since all the data are transmitted between entities, and some cryptographic
tools such as Public Key Infrastructures (PKI) can be easily adopted onto our
scheme, the common cells and the corresponding frequencies can only be seen by
the legitimate users with proper keys.

5 Performance Evaluations

5.1 Evaluation Setup

To further study the feasibility of our scheme, we implement aforementioned
schemes on a Thinkpad laptop (the cryptography library is Crypto++) with 1.82
GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM to simulate the performance.

5.2 Evaluation Results

In Fig. 1, we first test the offline computation cost when m is changing from 20 to
200. Figure 1 indicates that our scheme has better performance than others [3,7–
9]. The computation cost in [3] is high since there are too many exp1s employed
in their schemes.

Figure 1 compares the online computation cost of all the protocols in the log 10
scale for varying m. We can see the efficiency of our scheme over others. For users
in our scheme, they need to perform 2m exp1s and m hs on the initiator side and
same compute cost on the responder side. The online cost of the protocols in [3]
are much higher since they utilize several exp1s in their processes.

In Fig. 1, scheme in [8] shows a better performance on the communication cost
than our scheme since we just considering two users in the experiment. Now con-
sidering a real situation that there are s users in the vicinity around the initiator,
the scheme in [8] need to transmits (6m + 4) × s bits in all, on the contrary, our
scheme may just need to transmits 4m × s + 4m bits since our scheme filter out
the adversaries and users with less similarity.
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(a) Offline computation cost
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(b) Online computation cost
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(c) Communication cost
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(d) The execution time

Fig. 1. Impact of the number of common cells m

Figure 1 provides the total execution time of all the algorithms. Comparing
with [3,7,9], our scheme performs better. When we look into our protocol, to get
the common cells securely, an initiator needs more time to complete the compu-
tation. However, it is obvious that our proposed protocol can be finished within
about 600 ms in all simulated sceneries.

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed an exactly spatiotemporal matching scheme for privacy-
aware users in Mobile Social Networks. Based on the newly constructed spatiotem-
poral profile, we designed a weight-aware pre-matching module in malicious
environment to effectively filter out users with less similarity and the malicious
adversaries before determining the best matches. Followed, with executing our
reorganized profile exchanging module and the similarity computing module, the
best match can be determined exactly against Honest-But-Curious users. Security
analysis and evaluation results are also provided.
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